
Operating Experience
at the Swedish nuclear power plants
The reporting of operating disturbances at
Swedish and foreign nuclear power plants is
extensive and the information on the disturb-
ances - major as well as minor — is spread far
and wide. The nuclear power utilities them-
selves use the failure reports as a means in their
efforts to improve safety and availability. The
safety authorities require some reporting as a
basis for their regulatory work. The public and
mass media sometimes display an intense interest
in what is going on at the nuclear power plants.

The analysis of operating disturbances becomes
particularly interesting when it covers a series
of years. Trends can then be discovered and
comparisons made.

The information presented here shows how
reactor trip frequency and availability at the
Swedish nuclear power plants have developed
since the dates they were put into commercial
operation. It also shows what the reasons for the
reactor trips have been, which parts of the nuclear
power plant have been involved and how this has
changed with time.

Further, brief information is provided on events
during 1984 that are of particular interest from
the viewpoint of safety and availability.
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BARSE
Safety-related events
Reactor trips
- 27 July: A spurious activation of the fire
sprinkler system in the turbine building caused
A-isolation and reactor trip during start-up after
the refuelling outage. Restart after three hours.

Mfecelaneous
During the refuelling outage, the core spray
underwent thorough inspection and three
points of leakage were discovered. Gamps
were fitted over the leaks. A new core spray
will be installed during the next refuelling outage.
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BÄCK1
Avaiabity related events
- Coast-down operation was begun on April 26.
- Refuelling outage June 28 - August 1.
- Besides the core spray work, the following
major jobs were performed during the refuelling
outage:
a preparation for connection to FILTRA

(A facility for filtered venting of the contain-
ment.)

a disconnection of magnetite filter from reactor
water clean-up system

a replacement of generator rotor
o replacement of safety-related electrical cables

in containment

n visual inspection of core grid bolts
a replacement of turbine bearing due to high

temperature problem.

- Operation with reduced power occurred during
the year due to low power demand, corresponding
to about 9 full-power days.
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BARSE
Safety related events
Reactor trips
- 26 September: Reactor trip due to faulty
IRM changeover during start-up. Immediate
restart.
- 21 October: Turbine trip from full power
during test of over-speed monitors resulted in
reactor trip due to increase in reactor pressure
and neutron flux on transition to dumping.
Restart same day.

- 20 December: Malfunctioning level sensors
in drainage sump caused overfilling of sump,
resulting in A-isolation and reactor trip. Follow-
ing corrective action on the level sensors in the
drainage sump, restart took place four hours
later.

Mfecelaneous
During the refuelling outage, the core spray
underwent exttnsive inspection. Nothing out
of the ordinary was discovered.
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3ÄCK2
Avaiabity related events
- 4 - 6 May: Cold shutdown for corrective
action on points of leakage in turbine drainage.
- 9 - 1 4 November: Shutdown for fault tracing
of turbine's testing equipment and repair of
malfunctioning valve in pressure relief system.
Fault discovered in connection with inspection
of generator necessitated replacement of
generator rotor.

- Coast-down operation was begun on 1 July.
- Refuelling outage 29 August - 1 October.
- Besides inspection of the core spray, the
following was carried out during the outage:
a preparations for connection to FILTRA

(A facility for filtered venting of the contain-
ment.)

a installation of quenchers and swell level
protection in wet-well

n ultrasonic investigation and visual inspec-
tion of core grid bolts

a turning-down of rotor on low-pressure
turbine and bearing rebuild.

- Operation with reduced power occurred
during the year due to low power demand,
corresponding to about 8 full-power days.
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FORSIV
Safety related events
Reactor tit»
- 28 March: During fault tracing of input
signals to the monitoring computer, a level
sensor tripped spuriously, resulting in closure
of an inboard steam isolating valve. Subsequent
pressure rise in the reactor vessel led to reactor
trip due to high neutron flux. Restart same day.

- 6 August: During start-up of turbine 12 after
the refuelling outage, an increase of conductivity
was obtained in the condensate. All conductivity
monitors tripped, leading to reactor trip.
Restart same day.

Mscelaneous
None
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ARK1
A/aiabity related events
- Coast-down operation was begun on 2 April.
- Between 12 and 14 April, tests with addition
of hydrogen to the feedwater were carried out
to reduce the oxygen content of the water in
the reactor vessel and connected systems. For
internal pump reactors, these tests show that
the oxygen content of the water in these systems
can be reduced to such a low value that the risk
of intergranular stress corrosion cracking can
be greatly reduced and possibly eliminated.
- Refuelling outage 11 July - 6 August.
- Operation with reduced power occurred during
the year due to low power demand, correspond-
ing to about 11 full-power days.
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FORSM
Safety related events
Reactor trips
- 24 July: During testing of the reactor trip
logics, condition for turbine trip and dumping
prohibition was obtained on turbine 21 due
to a faulty circuit card in the turbine governor.
The subsequent pressure and neutron flux in-
crease in the reactor vessel resulted in reactor
trip. Restart same day.

Mscelaneous
- During unloading of the fuel during the
refuelling outage, the bottom plate on a fuel
box came off due to the fact that all four fuel
channel bolts had broken off. The bottom plate
was retrieved with a special tool. All fuel channel
bolts made of Inconel X-7S0 were replaced and
all now consist of Incoloy 800.

- In preparation for restart after the refuelling
outage, the results of the integral loading tests
were evaluated. The suspicion was thereby
aroused that the moderator tank head had been
incorrectly mounted. On subsequent inspection,
it was found that the moderator tank head had
been incorrectly mounted and was turned 5° in
relation to the reactor vessel and the core grid.

Neither the vessel nor the water temperature in
the reactor vessel has exceeded 30 degrees Cel-
cius during the time the moderator tank head has
been incorrectly mounted. No impermissible
damages have been found or are expected to have
occurred. After refitting and before restart, renew-
ed integral loading testing was carried out with
approved results.
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ARK 2
Availabfty related events
- Refitting of moderator tank head and other
parts, together with inspections, calculations,
renewed testing etc, led to a delay of start-up
after the refuelling outage of about one week.

- Coast-down operation was begun on 2 March.
- Refuelling outage 25 May - 17 July.
- During the outage, retubing of the turbine con-
densors was carried out according to plan. The
new tubes are made of titanium alloy, which is
resistant to corrosion.
- During the outage, the thermal mixing points
(Tees) at the connections between the feedwater
and the residual heat removal systems were re-
placed.

- Operation with reduced power occurred
during the year due to low power demand,
corresponding to about 11 full-power days.
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OSKARS
Safety related events
Reactor trips
- 14 January: Reactor trip due to short multi-
plication time IRM when n attempt was made
to open the turbine valves during start-up.
Restart immediately.
- 5 May: Interruption in actual value signal to
the reactor pressure control caused the turbins
control valves to close and caused pressure and
power increase in the reactor. The reactor trip
occurred from 83% reactor power. During start-
up, a new reactor trip was obtained due to short
multiplication time IRM when an attempt was
made to open the turbine valves. Restart same day.
- 7 May: Reactor trip due to loss of voltage on
busbar. Converter tripped spuriously at 85%
reactor power. Restart same day.
- 27-28 August: During restart from refuelling
outage, three reactor trips occurred. Two due to
unstable PRM detector and one due to high level
in high-pressure preheater. Restart immediately.

- 22 November: Incorrect disconnect switch
position in the 6 kV busbars during fast change-
over caused reactor trip during start-up from
cold shutdown. Restart immediately.

Mscelaneous
During fuel unloading on 25 July, the telescope
cable in the fuel handling machine broke and a
fuel assembly fell back to its original position
in the core. No activity release was detected
either during the event or during the restoration
work. During the fall, a pair of guide rails was
knocked loose in the core grid. Examinations of
bolts for these guide rails revealed cracks caused
by stress corrosion cracking. For this reason,
clamps have been fitted over the affected guide
rail pairs. A decision on appropriate long-term
measures will be made by the next refuelling
outage.
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HAMN1
A/aiabBty related events
- Shutdown to cold shutdown on 13 January as
a consequence of steam leakage in valve stuffing
box.
- Cold shutdown on 19 October for tightening
of five couplings in the turbine string and repair
of a small leakage in the containment.

- Cold shutdown on 10 November to identify
and repair an increasing external leak in the con-
tainment.

- Coast-down operation was begun on 26 April.
- Refuelling outage 20 July - 29 August.
- Due to additional work with the dropped fuel
assembly and repair of tube leakage in the reheat-
ers and high pressure preheaters, the outage was
extended six days.
- The plant was once again shut down on 2°
August to secure the fuel assemblies' guide rails
in the core grid by means of clamps. Restart
15 September.
- During the autumn, tests have been carried out
with alternative water chemistry, i e hydrogen
addition to the reactor water.

- There were no reduction in power during the
year due to low power demand.
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OSKARS
Safety-relatecl events
Reactor trips
- 20-23 May: During restart after the refuelling
outage, two reactor trips occurred in connection
with nuclear heating due to high IRM power, first
during testing of the pressure relief valves and
then during testing of feedwater and preheater
control. Restart immediately.

Mfecelaneous
During the refuelling outage, the core spray and
the clamps fitted during the previous year were
inspected with approved results. A new core spray
will be installed during the next refuelling outage.
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HAMN 2
Availably related events
- Coast-down operation was begun on 23 April.
- Refuelling outage 3-24 May.
- The outage proceeded according to schedule.
Start-up was delayed slightly due to problems
with leakage in some pressure relief valves and
leakage from the turbine plant.
- During July and August, power was reduced
due to high seawater coolant temperature.
- Operation with reduced power occurred
during the year due to low power demand,
corresponding to about 3 full-power days.
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RINCh
Safety-related events
Reactor trips
- 13 January: Disturbance on the 400 kV line caused
tripping of the line's overcurrent protection. Turbine
11 failed to change over to house turbine operation,
tripping on overspeed after about 5 seconds. Turbine
12 managed 27 minutes of house turbine operation.
Recurrent disturbances were still affecting the off-site
grid. During this time, extra-high level was obtained
in the condensor for TGI 2, leading to dumping pro-
hibition and reactor trip when the reactor power was
over 60%. Restart same day.

- 1 October: After a scheduled outage for repair of
leakage in valves in the reactor containment, the
operating mode was 12% reactor power and dumping
operation. The monitoring computer was connected
to -the turbine governor to analyse stability problems
during dumping operation. When the connection
between the monitoring computer and the turbine
governor was removed, turbine trip and dumping
prohibition were obtained, resulting in reactor trip.

After repair of the valve leakage in the containment,
the plant was restarted on 3 October.

Mtecelaneous
— In connection with fire and flooding analysis, the
room dependence of the miniature circuit breaker
distribution was surveyed. Dependence was thereby
found between important components. These include
safety-related equipment outside the reactor contain-
ment that is supplied over the same miniature circuit
breakers as non-environmentally qualified equipment
inside the containment.

Upon discovery of the fault in March and during the
refuelling outage, measures were adopted to separate
the power supply to the above-mentioned compo-
nents. These measures will continue and be concluded
inside the containment during the 1985 refuelling
outage.
- All fuel channel bolts of Inconel X-750 have been
replaced and all now consist of Incoloy 800.
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ALS1
Avaiabity related events
- 17 May: Shutdown of turbine TGI 1 for repair
of crack in condensate line. Turbine restarted on
20 May.
- 24 September: Shutdown to cold shutdown for
repair of leakage in three valves in main circulation
system inside reactor containment. Restart on 30
September.

- Coast-down operation was begun on 1 April.
- Refuelling outage 13 July - 29 August.
- The rotor on generator G12 was replaced during
the outage. G12 had been run since the generator
breakdown on May 1983 with lower resistance
than recommended.
- Operation with reduced power occurred during
the year due to low power demand, correspond-
ing to about 5 full-power days.
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RINGH
Safety related events
Reactor trips
- 13 January: Hard winds prevailed in the morning.
After a number of minor disturbances, the 400 kV
line tripped, resulting in a loss of power and a
reactor trip. Restart after 12 hours.

- 17 March: Turbine 21 tripped on false alarm for
high bearing vibrations. The control rods stepped in
to reduce the power. 1 his in combination with the
temperature rise in the reactor coolant caused
negative short period and reactor trip. Restart after
three hours.
- 25 March: Turbine 21 tripped on false alarm for
bearing vibrations again. Power was only 80%, so
reactor trip could be avoided. However, 30 minutes
later, low level in a steam generator and reactor trip
occurred due to a misunderstanding.
On restart, heavy internal leakage occurred in feed-
water valves. This caused a cooldown and a power

increase above 10%, which tripped the reactor.
Restart 8 hours after the first reactor trip.
- 17 December: In connection with correction of
a fault in turbine supervision system, there was an
error in the documentation for the faulty equipment.
As a result, the monitoring circuit for speed indica-
tion was short circuited by mistake. This caused
the excitation to be turned down and the turbine
tripped. A reactor coolant pump thereby tripped,
resulting in reactor trip. Restart after 5 hours.

Mscelaneous
- Inspection of the reactor coolant pump motors
revealed cracks in the rotor stays. The cracks were
of the same extent as for unit 3, despite S times
longer service. It is believed that the reason why
unit 2 does not have more extensive cracks is that
cracking gradually slows down and stops.
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<\LS2
Avaiatiity related events
- 17-28 February: Unit shut down for repair of
leaking steam generator tubes.
- 22 December - 7 January 1985: Unit shutdown
for repair of leaking steam generator tubes.

- Coast-down operation was begun on 21 March.

- Refuelling outage 13 April - 14 July.
- During the refuelling outage, Westinghouse in-
stalled 20 sleeves and Combustion Engineering
18 sleeves in the form of »demonstration sleeving»
of the steam generator tubes.

- Operation with reduced power occurred during
the year due to low power demand, corresponding
to about 21 full-power days.
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RINCh
Safety related events
Reactor trips
- 13 February: False alarm for high temperature
in the generator coolant tripped turbine 32. The
control rod stepped in to reduce reactor power.
This, in combination with the temperature rise in
the reactor water, caused negative short period
and reactor trip. Restart after 18 hours.
- 31 October: During calibration of a pressure
sensor in steam generator 3, low water level was
obtained in the latter resulting in reactor frip.
(The pressure sensor, which was selected for
control, is included in the flow calculation. When
the steam pressure goes to zero due to calibration,
the steam flow also goes to zero. As a consequence,
the feed water control valve closes.) Restart after
3 hours.

Mscelaneous
- Inspection of the reactor coolant pump motors
revealed cracks in the rotor stays. The cracks were
repaired by soldering.

The steam generators were inspected during the
refuelling outage. No damages have occurred to
the feedwater flow distributor or tubes during the
operating season.
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ALS 3
Availability related events
- 10 November: The unit was shut down for repair
of a leaking feedwater cross in one of the feedwater
control valves. On restart of reactor coolant pump 3,
a short circuit occurred in the stator winding.
Damages occurred to the top and bottom coils.
A new motor was procurred. Restart of the unit
on 29 November.

- Coast-down operation was begun on 19 March.
- Refuelling outage 11 May - 26 July.
- Operation with reduced power occurred during
the year due to low power demand, corresponding
to about 8 full-power days.
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RINGH
Safety related events
Reactor trips
- 15 January: A disturbance on the grid tripped
the 400 kV line. The reactor and the turbine
tripped. Restart after 14 hours.
- 19 June: A fuse tripped in the control rod
drive system. When the fuse was being replaced,
a rod fell into the core and resulted in short
negative period and reactor trip. Restart after
21 hours.

Mscelaneous
- Inspection of the reactor coolant pump motors
revealed no cracks on the rotor stays.
— The steam generators were inspected during the
refuelling outage. No damages have occurred to
the feedwater flow distributor of tubes during
the operating season.
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MS 4
Availability related events
- The unit was shut down from 23 December
1983 to 3 January 1984 for eddy current measure-
ment of the steam generator tubes.
- Turbine 42 was shut down until 27 January for
overhaul.
- 17 —18 March: Unit shut down for reducing the
chloride content in the steam generators (feed and
bleed).
- 21-25 April: Turbine 42 shut down for repair
of main transformer T42.
- 14-25 September: After the refuelling outage,
start-up of turbine 42 was delayed due to vibration
problems in the generator feeder.

- Coast-down operation was begun on 9 July.
- Refuelling outage 26 July - 12 September.
- Operation with reduced power occurred during
the year due to low power demand, corresponding
to about 9 full-power days.
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KÄRNKRAFTSÄKERHET

The four owners of nuclear power plant» in Sweden - Tha Swedish State Power Board,
Fortmarkt Kraftgrupp AB, Sydkraft AB and OKG AKTIEBOLAG - formed In 1960
RÅDET FOR KÄRNKRAFTSÄKERHET (the NUCLEAR SAFETY BOARD OF THE
SWEDISH UTI LITIES) at a joint body for collaboration in safety matters. The Board
participates in coordination of the safety work of the utilities end conducts its own
safety projects, whenever this is more efficient than the utilities' working independent-

The work of the Board shall contribute to optimizing safety in the operation of tha
Swedish nuclear power plants. The most important function of the Board is to coHvct,
process and evaluate information on operational disturbances and incidents at Swedish
and foreign nuclear power plants and then use the knowledge thus gained to improve
the safety of the operation of the Swedish nuclear power plants (experience feedback).

The work with EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK proceeds in three stages: Event follow-up,
fault analysis and feedback of the results:

• Collection of operating data from Swedish and foreign nuclear power plants. The
Board has developed a system for this that ensures that all important events ere
included.

• Technical analysis of collected operating experience.

• Compilation and presentation of results and recommendations in such a manner
that they are rapidly accessible to all personnel in the nuclear power utilities.

The Board runsa system for experience feedback (ERF). ERF is a computer-based
information and communication system. It complements and simplifies the activities
of the nuclear power utilities themselves within the field.

ERF provides the Board with a daily update of operating experience in both Swedish
and foreign nuclear power plants.

Each nuclear power station has an internal system for reporting and analysis of
operational disturbances.

The disturbances are sorted and analysed in special working groups, and all informa-
tion that can be of value from operating and safety reports is fed back in a suitable
manner to concerned personnel.

In this way, a bank of experience relating to each plant is built up internally.

Some of the internal experience material can be of interest to other plants as well,
especially if they have the same or a similar construction.

Each Swedish nuclear power station supplies the ERF system with deta on, among
other things, operation and operational disturbances. Important experiences are there-
by fed back to plant operation.

Experience from foreign nuclear power stations can be of interest to the Swedish
nuclear power plant». This information comes to RKS and is reviewed dairy. The
information that is considered relevant to Swedish plants is fed after anarysie into
the ERF system.

Conversely, foreign nuclear power stations can obtain information from the operation
of the Swedish plents.
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